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Faded Away
Its natural but hard to accept
People fading away from our lives
Leaving their souls
Free from all their life roles
Well, we do forget after a while
May be thats why we can live... We have to walk towards our destination
Tired after a mile
Still walking... never stopping... never looking back
However saddened by the memories stuffed inside a torn sack
That's life... any moment can be ripped apart by a knife
But never should we lose hope...
Making our minds as strong as a Kevlar rope
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Different Skies
The sky is always open to us
Open with all its bluishness
Like a game of chess
Where sadness & happiness we equally face.
Even if the sky is dark
We shouldn't lose our hope
Knowing that danger would always lurk
May be it's just a small little jerk,
in our life
May be the next time, you're the one
Who has now become a winner
But, always find the only path
you like among the different skies
Where you can walk & earn respect!
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